
I have been a divorce attorney/mediator/coach for over 25
years. When I dared to integrate my intuitive gifts and spiritual
insights into my practice, magic happened for my clients. I now
work with women experiencing divorce to gain legal insights
that empower them, as well as spiritual insights that shift the
drama of divorce into a sacred journey - a catalyst for the
soul's evolution - so they can move through divorce with
dignity, grace and ease, find true healing, make aligned
decisions, and begin co-creating the abundant life their souls
are leading them to discover.

It is my mission to shift the perception of divorce from a fear-
based process into a sacred love story of the soul, and to
evolve the way individuals and families perceive and are
treated in divorce.

HELLO,  I ’M PAMELA

The Hidden Love Story Behind Divorce
   

The Soul's Contract in Divorce and Why it is Important to our
Evolutionary Journey

The Energy Body is a Secret Weapon in Divorce

How to Choose the Right Divorce Attorney 

Insider Truth about Divorce Litigation  -  The Good, the Bad, 
and the Ugly

The Four Processes of Divorce and which is Right for You

Additional Value For Audience:  I am open to allowing an audience member

to ask a question and receive an answer as well as any spiritual guidance

that may come through for them.
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MASTER OF TRANSPERSONAL HYPNOTHERAPY  
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CERTIFIED REIKI PRACTITIONER
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"I never thought I would be one to say I am grateful for my
divorce, but it is true. Many of us spend our entire life living
someone else's vision of our life and fail to pay proper attention
to our own soul. Working with Pamela was an eye-opening
experience, and I will always look back on my divorce as the
beginning of living life authentically. Oh, the divorce was a
breeze once I understood the bigger picture and how it was all
connected. Who knew?” Barbara 

“My experience with Pamela was nothing short of life-changing.
I learned to fine tune my energy and spirit so I could have better
communication with my husband -- which after divorce, led to
a reconciliation! It was a beautiful process and I recommend
Pamela for anyone going through such a horrible time in their
life. Her abilities to guide one spiritually, along with her
incredible knowledge of the legal divorce process, is nothing
short of extraordinary."   Stacey

"Every divorce should be handled in this manner. So much
trauma could be avoided. Thank you, Pamela, for providing a
safe place to process, heal, and allow my soul to take the wheel.
What a wonderfully enlightening experience." Mary 
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